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Abstract— The development of techniques for quantitative,
model-based evaluation of computer system dependability has
a long and rich history. A wide array of model-based evaluation
techniques are now available, ranging from combinatorial methods, which are useful for quick, rough-cut analyses, to state-based
methods, such as Markov reward models, and detailed, discreteevent simulation. The use of quantitative techniques for security
evaluation is much less common, and has typically taken the
form of formal analysis of small parts of an overall design, or
experimental red team-based approaches. Alone, neither of these
approaches is fully satisfactory, and we argue that there is much
to be gained through the development of a sound model-based
methodology for quantifying the security one can expect from a
particular design. In this work, we survey existing model-based
techniques for evaluating system dependability, and summarize
how they are now being extended to evaluate system security.
We find that many techniques from dependability evaluation can
be applied in the security domain, but that significant challenges
remain, largely due to fundamental differences between the accidental nature of the faults commonly assumed in dependability
evaluation, and the intentional, human nature of cyber attacks.

Dependability Evaluation, Security Evaluation, Performability Evaluation, Stochastic Modeling
I. I NTRODUCTION
Computer system and network security is an issue of increasing practical concern and research attention. As a research
discipline, computer security is a venerable one, with its own
culture, assumptions, and language. The increased emphasis
on system security has brought new researchers from different
backgrounds to the field, bringing different perspectives and
different skillsets. All of this is for the good, since new
viewpoints can lead to new insights.
Most of the older work in computer security focused on
details in complex protocols or details in complex systems,
for the simple reason that the root causes of security gaps are
often found in the failures associated with such details. Later
work expanded the attention to system-level security, that is,
to the study of how systems can be designed to be secure, in
the sense that they perform their intended function in spite of
possible malicious attacks. New work is examining intrusion
tolerance (e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]), which is a means of designing
systems to continue to perform their intended function, in spite
of partially successful attacks.
No system-level methodology currently exists that can quantify the amount of security provided by a particular systemlevel approach. So far, most attempts at validation of security
have been qualitative, focusing more on the process used to
build a system that should be secure. Since it is impossible
in practice to build a perfectly secure system, it is important
to be able to quantitatively validate the efficacy of systems

intended to be secure. Efforts aimed at quantitative validation
of security have usually been based on formal methods (e.g.,
[5]), or have been informal, using “red teams” to try to
compromise a system (e.g., [6]). Both approaches, while
being valuable in identifying system vulnerabilities, have their
limitations, especially when they are applied to large systems.
Only recently, due to efforts led by researchers accustomed to
quantifying other system measures, have attempts been made
to quantify measures associated with system security.
This paper surveys concepts and methodologies for the evaluation of system dependability [7], [8], [9], and summarizes
how these are now being extended to evaluate system security.
These techniques differ from most other treatments of system
security in that they frequently use stochastic modeling. Stochastic assumptions are needed to describe systems that have
yet to be built, and for systems whose specific vulnerabilities
remain unknown. In such cases it is appropriate to make
stochastic assumptions about the introduction and discovery of
vulnerabilities, about attacker behavior, about system behavior
(in terms of the effects the exploited vulnerabilities have on
it, and in terms of system’s responses to attacks), and about
transient periods of vulnerability, and to solve (or simulate)
the model for stochastic measures. Stochastic models are also
very useful for sensitivity analysis.
In this survey, we find that there is much in classical
dependability analysis that can be transferred to security
analysis. However, we also find that there are attributes of
security that can’t be integrated naturally into a dependability
framework. In addition, we point out that the root causes
of system failure in the context of classical dependability
are fundamentally different from the root causes of security
violations, in ways that impact the usefulness of the models
we develop to describe those failures. We conclude the paper
with ideas for future work in the area.
II. M EASURES OF D EPENDABILITY AND S ECURITY
Engineers have long used models to evaluate system designs. The models employed typically focus on the questions
that are most pressing to an engineer (e.g., Will the bridge
collapse? Are structural reinforcements needed to meet stress
tolerances? Will the computer system provide a specified
response time? Is the flight control system able to tolerate
3 simultaneous equipment failures?). Today, we are faced
with pressing questions about computer system and network
security, which is defined informally as the resilience of a
computer system or network to malicious attacks. Our thesis
is that modeling can help one design and evaluate systems
or networks that are intended to be secure, just as modeling
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has helped us provide and evaluate other system properties.
Furthermore, we see interesting similarities between computer
system failures due to intentional attacks and system failures
due to accidental component failures; we thus see value in
exploring how evaluation techniques developed to quantify
system dependability might be extended to quantify system
security.
However, we also see that security brings new issues to be
considered, most notably related to causes of component and
system failure. Dependability analysis to date usually assumes
that failures are caused by random events in hardware or rare
events in software, and that this randomness can be quantified
(even if correlated) in a way that permits the determination
of system-level properties. Security analysis must assume that
failures are caused by human intent, resulting in security
failures that are definitely correlated, that depend in subtle
ways on system state, and that attackers learn over time. While
such events might appear to be random, as perceived by an
outside observer, they tend to depend on each other in subtle
ways that make them difficult to represent accurately using
classical stochastic models. To highlight these differences, we
review classical dependability measures, pointing out challenges that arise when they are applied to systems that fail
due to malicious attacks.
Reliability is the probability that a system performs a
specified service throughout a specified interval of time. Reliability analysis therefore depends on stochastic models of the
frequency, duration, and intensity of faults in hardware and
software. While one can certainly assume some probabilistic
structure when modeling cyber attacks, the problem of developing and validating good stochastic models is very much an
open issue. However, it is one we must solve if we are to use
classical reliability analysis to predict reliability in the face
of security breaches. Having said that, it may be possible to
use a conjectured probabilistic specification of the occurrence
of cyber attacks to support sensitivity analysis of a system’s
reliability or availability. Indeed, several initial attempts have
been made to quantify system security using ideas developed
to quantify the effect of accidental failures (see, for example
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14]).
Availability is a quantification of the alternation between
proper and improper service, and is often expressed as the
fraction of time that a system can be used for its intended
purpose during a specified interval of time or in steady state.
Challenges similar to those described above in the context of
reliability analysis apply when evaluating a system’s availability under malicious attack. Furthermore, as we consider
the impact of security on availability, we see that a system’s
availability may be affected in several ways by a cyber attack;
for example, it may be affected by the attack’s own impact on
the system and by the efforts to diagnose the attack and restore
system service following the attack. Therefore, availability
analysis of a system under malicious attack needs to specify
explicitly how (and how long) a system remains unavailable
following a successful attack.
Safety is the probability that a system does not fail in a
manner that causes catastrophic damage during a specified
period of time. Since system safety depends on the effect of

a system failure rather than on the cause of the failure, one
can easily imagine quantifying system safety in the context
of cyber attack. While the safety of data from accidental
erasure has certainly been a consideration in safety analysis
of information systems, when we add security considerations,
we will also need to consider the security of sensitive data
in the event of a security breach as a component of safety.
For example, the exposure of very sensitive data (e.g., private
keys) might enable an attacker to cause catastrophic damage.
Performability [15] quantifies system performance in the
presence of failures (either component or system). Performability analysis is often carried out by specifying a set of
structural states for a system, each state corresponding to a
configuration that results in a particular system performance,
and specifying how the system changes state (often in the
form of transition rates). Once these states and transitions have
been identified, one then quantifies the amount of performance
obtained in each state by specifying the rate at which reward
is obtained in each state, and the amount (impulse) of reward
that is obtained when a particular state transition is taken.
Using that mathematical structure, it is possible to specify
performability measures in terms of the amount of reward
accumulated during a specified interval of time (where the
start or length of the interval can tend to infinity), or the
rate of accumulation of reward at a specified instant of
time or in steady state. (More details can be found in the
next section.) Note that this method of specifying reward is
general enough to support a wide variety of dependability and
performability measures [16], [8], [17]. For example, if the
rate at which reward is earned in an operational state is 1,
while the reward rate earned in a non-operational state is 0, the
expected reward accumulated over a specified interval of time
is just the expected amount of time the system was available
over that epoch; in other words, it is the system’s expected
interval availability. If, instead, we define the rate reward for
each state as the rate at which work is accomplished in that
state and define state in the model in a manner that captures
changes in the rate at which work can be done that are due
to component failures, then the reward accumulated during an
interval specifies a measure of the quality of service provided
to a user.
The ease with which measures can be specified in the
framework described above is quite useful for the analysis of
security breaches. For example, consider a denial-of-service
cyber attack. The impact of that type of cyber attack and the
system’s attempts to cope with it can be reflected in the reward
accumulated while spending time in states that reflect the attack. Another application of performability concepts in the security context follows from the fact that security measures may
make a system harder to use. For example, security measures
can slow the inherent rate at which work may be accomplished.
Performability measures and analysis techniques thus provide
a framework for considering the impact cyber attacks have on
overall system performance. However, performability analysis
faces the same principal challenge faced by reliability and
availability analyses, namely the development of meaningful
stochastic descriptions of events that occur during a cyber
attack.
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System security includes attributes in addition to those
we have described above in the context of dependability. In
particular, data confidentiality means that a system does not
allow protected data to be read in an unauthorized fashion,
while data integrity means that a system does not allow
protected data to be modified in an unauthorized fashion. A
breakdown in confidentiality or integrity need not imply a
failure of reliability or availability, at least not in their usual
senses. It may qualify as a safety issue, and could, depending
on the structure of the associated measure, be expressed as a
performability measure.
However, confidentiality and integrity are arguably different
measures from those normally considered by dependability
analysis, insofar as they are not concerned with system behavior so much as certain system properties. Likewise, nonrepudiation is a system property that prevents future false
denial of involvement by either party in a transaction. Authentication is a related property, by which the claimed identity of a
party to a transaction can be independently verified. There are
no obvious connections of authentication or non-repudiation
to classical dependability measures.
Another important property in the security domain is survivability. As defined in [18], survivability is the capability of a
system to fulfill its mission, in a timely manner, in the presence
of attacks, failures, or accidents. Since survivability measures
quantify the ability of a system to perform an intended function, modeling approaches that are applicable to availability
and performability evaluation can be adapted for survivability
evaluation. Recent work in quantifying survivability is found
in [19], [20], [21], among other places.
Models for security analysis must describe how and when
security breaches occur; they must describe the impact on the
system when they do, as well as the mechanisms, effects, and
costs of system recovery, system maintenance, and defenses.
Stated as such, those are identical to the requirements of
dependability models. However, there need to be significant
differences in the nature and details of security models. This
is most pointedly seen when we consider the introduction of
security failures. A leading source of security vulnerability
is misconfiguration. Failures due to misconfiguration can of
course happen in other contexts, but a distinguishing feature
in the security context is that some external agent must
deliberately exercise the vulnerability in order for the failure
to occur.
Latent software faults (e.g., buffer overflow problems) are
another cause of security failure. Any given fault has specific
idiosyncratic behaviors and requirements for accessing and
exploiting it. Like misconfiguration, a security penetration
made possible by a latent software fault does not occur
accidently, but is actively induced by an attacker. Furthermore,
a security penetration may require an attacker to exercise
several vulnerabilities before compromising a prized asset
(such as root access). This coupling of system vulnerabilities and attackers’ exploitation of them distinguishes security
failures from the types of failures traditionally considered
by dependability analysis. The key issue is that of how to
characterize attacker behavior.

III. M ODEL R EPRESENTATION / A NALYSIS T ECHNIQUES
Research in dependability analysis has led to a variety of
models, each focusing on particular levels of abstraction and/or
system characteristics. As we extend that type of analysis
into the security domain, we again find utility in diverse
model types. We now review important classes of model
representation and report on how they are being extended.
A. Combinatorial Methods
In contrast with state-space models, combinatorial models
do not enumerate all possible system states to obtain a solution. Instead, simpler approaches are used to compute system
dependability measures. Despite several extensions that have
been made to combinatorial models, they do not easily capture
certain features, such as stochastic dependence and imperfect
fault coverage. We present a brief overview of combinatorial
models.
1) Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD): An RBD is a graphical structure with two types of nodes: blocks representing
system components and dummy nodes for connections between the components. Edges and dummy nodes model the
operational dependency of a system on its components. At
any instant of time, if there exists a path in the system from
the start dummy node to the end dummy node, then the system
is considered operational; otherwise, the system is considered
failed. A failed component blocks all the paths on which it
appears. RBDs thus map the operational dependency of a
system on its components and not the actual physical structure
of the system.
Series-Parallel RBDs are useful not only because they are
very intuitive, but also because they can be solved in linear
time [22]. Such RBDs are quite frequently used in reliability
and availability modeling [8], [9], and many software packages
exist that support construction and solution of RBD models
(e.g., [23], [22]). We have yet to see an application of RBDs
in security modeling. For such an application to be possible,
one would need to create a compositional theory of security. At
a glance, it seems that such a theory ought to have different
semantics; in particular, an architecture needs to isolate an
insecure component, not just provide a replicate in parallel.
2) Fault Trees (FTs): A fault tree is an acyclic graph with
internal nodes that are logic gates (e.g., AND, OR, k-ofn) and external nodes (leaves or basic events) that represent
system components. The edges represent the flow of failure
information in terms of Boolean entities (TRUE and FALSE
or 0s and 1s). Typically, if a component has failed, a TRUE
is transmitted; otherwise, a FALSE is transmitted. The edge
connections determine the operational dependency of the system on the components. At any instant of time, the logic
value at the root node determines whether or not the system
is operational. If shared (repeated) nodes (nodes that share a
common input) are not allowed, then the acyclic structure is
a rooted tree.
Fault trees without shared nodes are equivalent to seriesparallel RBDs [9], but when shared nodes (or repeated events)
are allowed, fault trees are more powerful [24]. Many solution
algorithms exist for fault trees with repeated events, including
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those based on sums of disjoint products (see [25]) and
binary decision diagrams (e.g., [26], [27]). Fault trees have
been extensively used in reliability and availability modeling
(e.g., [28], [29], [30], [31]), safety modeling (see [32]), and
modeling of software fault tolerance (e.g., [33]).
Fault trees have been extended to include various types of
gates, such as priority AND gates, sequence dependency gates,
exclusive OR gates, and inhibitor gates [34]. There have been
extensions to include imperfect coverage [35], multistate systems [36], and phased mission systems [37]. A large number
of software packages that support the construction and solution
of fault trees are available (e.g., [38], [39], [22]). The main
difficulty of using combinatorial methods in practice is the
common assumption that all basic events must be statistically
independent.
3) Attack Trees: Attack trees are closely related to fault
trees, in that they consider a security breach as a system
failure, and describe sets of events that can lead to system
failure in a combinatorial way. An attack tree thus models all
possible attacks against a system, just as a fault tree models all
failures. They provide a formal, methodical way to describe
the security of systems and subsystems based on various types
of attacks (originally described in [40]) using graphics that
are somewhat different than those that have become standard
for fault trees.) In an attack tree, the attacks to a system are
represented in a tree structure, with the goal as the root node
and the different ways to achieve that goal as leaf nodes. The
security of a large system can be modeled with a set of attack
trees, where the root of each tree represents an attack that can
significantly damage the system’s operation.
Structures and Semantics: In an attack tree, each non-leaf
node represents an attack goal (or subgoal), and leaf nodes are
atomic attacks. There are two kinds of non-leaf nodes: AND
nodes and OR nodes. An AND node represents an attack goal
for which a set of subgoals must be achieved in order for the
attack to succeed. These attack subgoals are represented by the
AND node’s children. An OR node represents an attack goal
that can be achieved in several ways, which are represented
by the OR node’s children.
Attack trees can be represented graphically or textually. A
representation of an AND node is shown in Figure 1. The
Textual:

Graphical:
G0
...
G1 G2

Fig. 1.

Gn

Goal G 0
AND G 1
G2
…
Gn

AND node

figure shows a goal G0 that can be achieved if the attacker
achieves each of G1 through Gn .
A representation of an OR node is shown in Figure 2. It
shows a goal G0 that can be achieved if the attacker achieves
any one of G1 through Gn .
Assigning Node Values: Once the attack tree has been
created, different values can be assigned to the leaf nodes.
These values can be:

Graphical:
G0
...
G1 G 2

Fig. 2.

Gn

Textual: Goal G 0
OR G 1
G2
…
Gn

OR node

1) Boolean (e.g., possible vs. impossible): A possible node
represents a feasible attack scenario; an impossible value
means the attack cannot be carried out in the current
situation. Some other Boolean values include easy vs.
not easy, expensive vs. not expensive, intrusive vs.
non-intrusive, legal vs. illegal, and special equipment
required vs. no special equipment required.
2) Continuous: Sometimes it is not enough to use Boolean
values to describe the attacks. For example, we may
want to know the probability that an attack goal can
be achieved. We can do so by assigning continuous
values to each leaf node. These values may include
the cost in dollars to attack/defend, the effort spent
to achieve/repulse, the probability that the attack will
succeed/fail, and the likelihood that the attacker will try
the attack.
Evaluating Attack Trees: After assigning values to each leaf
node, it is possible to propagate the node value up to the root
of the tree. A node’s value is a function of its children’s values.
Depending on whether a node is an AND node or an OR node
and the nature of the assigned values, the calculation rules may
differ. For example, if the possible/impossible values are under
consideration, the AND node’s value is the Boolean and of
all values of its children, while the OR node’s value is the
Boolean or of all values of its children. When cost value is
considered, the value of the AND node is the sum of the values
of its children, and the value of the OR node is the minimum
of the values of its children.
The attack tree can be used to evaluate different aspects
of the system security, depending on the kind of value that
is assigned to the leaf nodes. If a possible/impossible value is
assigned, one can enumerate all sets of possible atomic attacks
that achieve the attack goal; if a probability value is assigned,
one can use an attack tree to evaluate the probability that the
attack goal can be achieved. If a cost value is assigned, an
attack tree can be used to evaluate the minimum cost needed
to reach an attack goal.
Since atomic attacks can have multiple attributes, each leaf
node can have several different value types. Therefore, an
attack tree can be used to combine these values and help users
learn more about a system’s vulnerabilities. For example, if
one assigns a possible/impossible value as well as a costin-dollars value to each node, one can use the attack tree
to find the lowest-possible-cost attack sets for the system; if
a probability value as well as a special equipment value is
assigned, one can obtain the most-probable attack sets with
no special equipment required.
Although fault trees are used primarily in dependability
analysis and attack trees are used primarily in the security
context, they share much in common. They have the same
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tree structures; they both contain AND nodes and OR nodes,
which are the two most commonly used node types in both
trees; and they have similar calculation rules to propagate
node values up to the root. Therefore, many techniques used
in fault tree analysis can be applied to analyze attack trees.
For example, the SDP, BDD, or factoring methods used to
compute system reliability can also be used in attack trees
to obtain the probability that the attack goal will be reached;
the minimum cut-set and minimum path sets analysis from
fault trees can be used to find all sets of atomic attacks that
achieve the goal; and, similar concepts and computations of
importance measures in fault tree analysis can be applied to
attack trees to evaluate the impact of certain atomic attacks on
the overall system security.
Attack trees thus provide a systematic way to describe the
security vulnerabilities, thus making it possible to assess risks
and make security decisions. They capture knowledge and
expertise in a reusable form; once the attack tree for a certain
security feature has been built, it can be included as part of a
larger attack tree for a system that uses the security feature.
B. Model Checking
Another important type of dependability and security analysis is based on a reachability analysis of the model state space,
an activity sometimes known as model checking. The general
approach has a long history in hardware verification. The
idea is to analyze the state space implied by some formal
expression of the system. Certain states reflect deleterious
conditions; model-checking algorithms explore the entire state
space, report states of interest as they are uncovered, and for
each one gives an example sequence of state transitions that
reaches it.
An early paper [41] described how to model the behavior of
certain types of public key protocols in terms of the action of
the protocol plus participant and intruder knowledge, specify
precisely the meaning of “security fault,” and search the
implicit state-space for such faults. Limitations on protocols
that could be so analyzed have been relaxed (e.g., [42], [43],
[44]).
Model-checking is also being used to analyze computer
programs for security flaws [45]. The fundamental data structure is the program’s control flow graph, and the fundamental
concept being analyzed is a set of program properties of an
execution path, as it evolves in accordance with the control
flow graph. [46] reports success in analyzing large-sized well
known software packages (Apache HTTPD, BIND, Postfix,
OpenSSH, Samba, Sendmail) for a set of particular security
flaws. Actions a program execution might take to exercise
a flaw are described with finite state automata; the modelchecking involves analyzing the control-flow graph to determine whether the program satisfies the transitions described
by any fault automata.
Model-checking approaches are also finding application in
modeling attacks on systems (e.g., [47], [12]), where the
network state includes a description of hosts and their vulnerabilities and a description of connectivity. In that approach,
an attacker’s state includes capabilities and access gained so

far in the course of an attack. A state transition occurs when
there is a match between a capability in the attacker’s state
and a vulnerability in the network state, resulting (usually)
in increased access somewhere in the network. States that
represent an attacker’s access to network assets (e.g., gaining
root access on a host, or an ability to retrieve critical information from a database) reflect successful exploits. For every
asset, one can ask whether it can be compromised (a precise
definition of which depends on the model), and in principle
determine the number of paths to states in which the asset is
first compromised.
The difficulty, of course, is the size of the state space.
Advances in state representation have led to an ability to
represent very large state spaces; for example, [48] indicates
that extremely large state-transition-rate diagrams can be represented compactly using symbolic data structures such as
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and Multi-terminal Decision Diagrams (MDDs) (e.g., [26], [49]). These techniques
have been shown to be able to represent state-transition-rate
diagrams with 1020 or more states. Sheyner et. al. [12] report
a model build-time of 2 hours on a model that has 229 bits
of state. From the point of view of tractable formal models,
229 bits is remarkable; however, this serves only to blunt the
onset of the curse of dimensionality. With respect to the need
to represent the complexities of real systems, it is still very
small. A nascent effort at finessing the state space issue by
sampling paths through the state-space is reported in [50],
in which a model with 1700 bits of state is analyzed. The
fundamental idea is to use importance sampling to guide the
path sampling strategy, in order to estimate inherent system
security metrics such as the number of unique exploits that
compromise a given asset.
C. State-Based Stochastic Methods
Combinatorial methods are quite limited in the stochastic
behavior that they can express. While attack-tree analysis
has become a staple in the diet of system security analysts,
the classical formulation does not capture the dependence
of security vulnerabilities on sequencing of events; to be
successful, a buffer overflow attack that gains root access must
precede the attack rm -r *.
State-space methods are much more comprehensive. They
allow explicit modeling of complex relationships (e.g., [51]),
and their transition structure encodes important sequencing
information. Historically, state-space methods have been explored in the context of mathematical models that specify
probabilistic assumptions about time durations and transition
behavior. We now review those models and comment on how
they are being applied in the security context.
1) Markov Reward Models [17], [8], [52]: Let {X(t), t ≥
0} be a homogeneous finite state continuous time Markov
chain (CTMC) with state space S and infinitesimal generator
matrix Q = [qij ]. Let Pi (t) = P {X(t) = i} denote the
unconditional probability that the CTMC will be in state i
at time t, and the row vector P(t) = [P1 (t), P2 (t), . . . , Pn (t)]
represent the transient state probability vector of the CTMC.
The transient behavior of the CTMC can be described by the
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Kolmogorov differential equation:
dP(t)
= P(t) Q,
given P(0)
(1)
dt
where P(0) represents the initial probability vector (at time
t = 0). The steady-state probability vector π = limt→∞ P(t)
satisfies:
P
πQ = 0,
(2)
i∈S πi = 1.
In addition to transient state probabilities, cumulative
probRt
abilities are sometimes of interest. Define L(t) = 0 P(u) du;
then Li (t) denotes the expected total time the CTMC spends
in state i during the interval [0, t). L(t) satisfies the differential
equation:
dL(t)
= L(t) Q + P(0),
L(0) = 0.
(3)
dt
With these definitions, most interesting dependability measures
can be defined.
CTMCs with absorbing states deserve additional attention.
Here, the measures of interest are based on the time a CTMC
spends in non-absorbing states before an absorbing state is
ultimately reached. To compute this measure, the state space
S = A ∪ T is partitioned into the set A of absorbing states
and the set T of non-absorbing (transient) states. Let QT be
the submatrix of Q corresponding to the transitions between
transient states. Then the time spent in transient states before
absorption can be calculated by LT (∞) = limt→∞ LT (t) restricted to the states of the set T . The mean
P time to absorption
(MTTA) can be written as M T T A = i∈T Li (∞).
Assigning rewards to states or to transitions between states
of a CTMC defines a Markov reward model (MRM). Rewards
are referred to as rate rewards in the former case, and as
impulse rewards in the latter case. If we consider rate rewards
only, let the reward rate ri be assigned to state i. Then, the
random variable Z(t) = rX(t) refers to the instantaneous
reward rate of the MRM at time t. The accumulated reward
over the interval [0, t) is given by
Z t
Z t
Y (t) =
Z(u) du =
rX(u) du.
(4)
0

0

Based on the definitions of X(t), Z(t), and Y (t), which
are non-independent random variables, various measures can
be defined. The most general is the distribution of the accumulated reward over time [0, t), that is, P {Y (t) ≤ y}, which
is difficult to compute for unrestricted models and reward
structures (see [52], [53] for a survey of methods to compute
the distribution of reward accumulated over a finite interval).
The problem is considerably simplified if we restrict ourselves to the expectations and other moments of random
variables. In that case, the expected instantaneous reward rate
can be computed from
X
E[Z(t)] =
ri Pi (t)
(5)
i∈S

and the expected reward rate in steady-state (when the underlying CTMC is ergodic) is
X
E[Z] =
ri πi .
(6)
i∈S

To compute the expected accumulated reward over (0, t) we
use
X
E[Y (t)] =
ri Li (t).
(7)
i∈S

For models with absorbing states, the limit as t → ∞
of the expected accumulated reward is called the expected
accumulated reward until absorption, which is
X
E[Y (∞)] =
ri Li (∞).
(8)
i∈T

Note that the reward rate assignments (or reward structure)
clearly depend on which attribute we are interested in with
respect to a system’s dependability and security. Markov
and Markov reward models have been extensively used for
dependability analysis of hardware systems (see, for example,
[8], [9], [22]), real-time system performance in the presence
of failures [54], [55], architecture-based analysis software
systems (e.g., [56]), combined analysis of hardware-software
reliability (e.g., [57], [58]), system performance analysis (e.g.
[17]) and performability analysis (e.g., [8], [52], [59], [60],
[61], [53]). Many sources for solution algorithms are available
(e.g., [62], [63]), and many software packages exist (e.g., [62],
[22], [64], [65], [66]). Several models constructed from and
validated against measurement data have also been published
[67], [68].
For complex systems with large numbers of components,
the number of system states can grow prohibitively large.
This is called the largeness problem for MRM models. Thus,
significant work is being done to reduce the size of the
Markov chain required for realistic system models. There are
two general approaches for dealing with the size problem:
largeness avoidance and largeness tolerance [22].
2) Largeness Avoidance Techniques: When largeness
avoidance is employed, the size of a model is reduced and
therefore a large model is not generated. State truncation
methods [69], [70], hierarchical model solution [22], fixed
point iteration [71], [72], and hybrid models that judiciously
combine different model types [22] are examples of largeness
avoidance.
State lumping (e.g., [73], [74]) has also been used extensively as an avoidance approach. Lumping reduces the size
of a CTMC by considering the quotient of the CTMC with
respect to an equivalence relation (i.e., replaces a set of states
with a single lumped state) that preserves the Markov property
and supports the desired performance measures defined on
the CTMC. By solving the smaller CTMC, it is possible to
compute exact results for the larger CTMC, and therefore
measures of interest for the original model.
A state-level lumping technique is a lumping technique
that exploits the lumping properties at the CTMC level. The
main advantage of state-level lumping techniques is that they
generate the optimal (i.e., smallest possible) lumped CTMC.
However, since they can perform efficiently only on a sparse
matrix representation of a CTMC, they have prohibitive space
requirements for very large CTMCs; therefore, they are usually
used along with other CTMC solution techniques. Buchholz
[75] gives a state-level lumping algorithm with O(mn) time
complexity and O(m+n) space complexity for computing the
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optimal (i.e., coarsest) lumping of a CTMC represented as a
sparse matrix, where n is the number of states and m is the
number of transitions of the CTMC.
Several authors have also addressed the problem of computing bisimilarity [76], which is, in some ways, similar to the
problem of state-level CTMC lumping. Kanellakis and Smolka
gave a partition refinement algorithm with time complexity
O(mn) [77]. They conjectured that an algorithm exists that
reduces the time complexity to O(m log n). A few years
later, Paige and Tarjan designed such an algorithm [78]. An
implementation of Paige and Tarjan’s algorithm can be found
in [79]. Supposedly based on [78], O(m log n) complexity has
been claimed without proof by Bernardo and Gorrieri [80] for
CTMCs and by Huynh and Tian [81] for discrete-time Markov
chains (DTMCs). Derisavi et al. [82] recently provided an
O(m log n) lumping algorithm, along with a rigorous proof.
The approach they take is based on Tarjan and Paige, and uses
new data structures to obtain the bound.
In contrast, model-level lumping techniques identify appropriate lumping properties by operating on a higher-level
formalism (see the following section for a description of one
such formalism) and directly constructing a lumped CTMC,
rather than by constructing the unlumped CTMC and then operating on it. The lumping equivalence relation is established
by the modeling formalism itself in some model-level lumping
techniques. That holds for stochastic well-formed nets (SWNs)
[83] and replicate/join operators in stochastic activity networkbased composed models (SANs) [84], in which the lumping results from equivalence of the replicas of a particular submodel.
Extending the work of [84], Obal developed [85] a graph
composition formalism and used the symmetry detection, a
type of model-level lumping technique. The technique automatically identifies and exploits all the structural symmetries
due to the interaction between submodels of a state-sharing
composed model, that is, a model consisting of submodels
that share a subset of their state variables. Restricted versions
of a symmetry detection technique similar to the one described
in [84] have also been used for process algebras in [86], [87].
Unlike state-level lumping, model-level lumping techniques
do not always find the optimal lumping, because they do not
operate at the CTMC level.
Other lumping techniques, which we call compositional
lumping techniques, can be applied to composed models
provided that the specific high-level formalism satisfies a
particular set of assumptions. In these techniques, each of the
individual interacting submodels is lumped separately from
the others using a state-level lumping algorithm, and is then
replaced in the overall model by its lumped version. For
example, based on the fact that lumping is a congruence with
respect to parallel composition in a number of process algebra
formalisms and stochastic automata networks, compositional
lumping can be used in those formalisms to generate lumped
state spaces (e.g., [88], [89], [90], [91], [92], [93]). Most of
the work on compositional lumping applies only to state-level
lumping inside the submodels. In some cases, in addition to
lumpability in each of the submodels, the structural symmetry
of the interaction among the submodels may also be exploited
to achieve even smaller CTMCs. In other words, for some

composed models, a compositional lumping algorithm that
applies the state-level and model-level lumping techniques at
the same time could give an extra opportunity to shrink the
CTMC. Therefore, a fairly general algorithm that integrates the
two techniques for a compositional formalism is desirable.
Another largeness avoidance technique is called aggregation1 . In this approach, as in lumping, a set of conditions
for partitioning the set of states of a CTMC is given such
that a smaller CTMC is constructed by replacing the set of
states in each block of the partition with a single state. The
aggregation differs from lumping in that the solution of the
aggregated CTMC gives approximate results (with or without
bounds) on the original CTMC, as opposed to the exact results
that would be obtained from the lumped CTMC. Moreover,
some aggregation techniques are only applicable to CTMCs
that satisfy a strict set of conditions. However, aggregation
conditions could result in a coarser partition, and therefore
a smaller CTMC, compared to the lumping conditions. An
aggregation technique for steady-state analysis of a general
CTMC has been proposed in [94], [95]. It gives the best
known bounds on the result but is computationally costly, and
the bounds are tight only if the matrix satisfies some strict
constraints. Bobbio and Trivedi [96], [97] extended Courtois’s
technique to the domain of transient analysis of CTMCs. Daly
et al. [98] give a more general aggregation technique that can
solve for both steady-state and transient measures of general
CTMCs. It introduces a new partial order on the set of states
of a CTMC that is a generalization of the concept of lumping.
3) Largeness Tolerance Techniques: Even a lumped CTMC
can be extremely large, and hence largeness tolerance techniques are needed to provide practical modeling support for
large CTMCs. In those techniques, one starts with a concise
high-level representation of the system being modeled (usually
a variant of stochastic Petri net or stochastic process algebra;
see a following subsection). Then, new algorithms are designed to manipulate the large underlying CTMCs, and special
data structures and/or representations are utilized to reduce the
space requirements of the state space, the generator matrix,
and the iteration vectors. Those techniques are usually, but
not always, associated with compositional modeling.
Binary [26] and multi-valued decision diagram [99] (BDD
and MDD) data structures have been successfully applied to
efficiently explore and represent large unlumped state spaces.
The key idea is to encode states as paths in a directed acyclic
graph. Techniques that generate state spaces using decision
diagrams are referred to as symbolic state-space exploration
and representation techniques (e.g., [49], [100]).
MDD data structures have been used in [48] to explore large
state spaces of models built using an action synchronization
(a.k.a. action-sharing) high-level compositional formalism in
which submodels interact by synchronized firing of a subset
of their actions. Saturation, a state-space exploration technique
that was introduced in [101], improved the running time of the
algorithm given in [48] by up to a few orders of magnitude,
thus enabling the exploration of even larger state spaces. In
1 Note that different authors use the terms lumping and aggregation differently.
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[48], [101], it was assumed that the state spaces of individual
submodels were known a priori, i.e., the state spaces of the
submodels computed by exploring the submodels in isolation
are finite and result in the same state spaces they would have
if they had been explored in interaction with the rest of the
model. This assumption was relaxed later in [102]. Those
state space exploration techniques are applicable to actionsynchronization composed models that conform to a set of
particular structural restrictions called the logical product form
property [48].
One approach in space-efficient representation of generator matrices is to follow a divide-and-conquer strategy and
represent the matrix with a set of relatively small component
matrices that are appropriately combined. The earliest attempt
using that approach was made by Plateau [103], [104], who
proposed a technique in which the generator matrix of a
CTMC generated from a specific compositional high-level
formalism need not be explicitly stored. Instead, the matrix is
implicitly represented as a mathematical expression consisting
of Kronecker operators and a number of relatively small
matrices derived from the structure of submodels. Later, the
“Kronecker representation” technique was extended to more
general formalisms, and a number of its shortcomings were
resolved [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110]. The approach
is applicable only to action-synchronization models that satisfy
certain structural constraints.
A parallel effort was undertaken by Miner and Ciardo [111],
who proposed the matrix diagram (MD) data structure to
store the generator matrix of action-synchronization composed
models. An MD is structurally similar to an MDD and, along
with an MDD, represents the set of states and transitions of a
very large CTMC. Efficient algorithms to manipulate MDDs
and MDs have been given in [111]. In [111], the algorithm
that generates the MD data structure is time-efficient, but
works only for composed models that hold the logical product
form property. Later, Miner [112] developed canonical MDs
(CMDs), a proper subset of MDs, and presented an algorithm to store virtually any matrix in the form of a CMD.
In particular, he used the algorithm to generate the CMD
representation of the generator matrix of models based on
the generalized stochastic Petri net (GSPN) formalism, which
is a fairly general Markov modeling formalism. Since the
algorithm added matrix elements to the CMD data structure
one by one, and without exploiting any structural information,
its running time was prohibitive. As mentioned above, both
CMDs and MDs can represent virtually any generator matrix
regardless of the modeling formalism from which it was
generated. The challenge is then to develop algorithms that
build (C)MD representations of generator matrices of other
formalisms in a time-efficient manner.
In contrast, the disk-based approach first introduced in
[113] performs steady-state solution by storing the generator
matrix of the CTMC in the disk instead of the memory while
using a variant of block Gauss-Seidel as the iterative solution
algorithm. To increase the utilization of the CPU, the algorithm
implementation concurrently fetches parts of the matrix from
the disk and performs computation on other in-memory parts
of the matrix. By using disk instead of memory to store the

matrix, the technique enables the solution of CTMCs that are
one or two orders of magnitude larger than what would be
possible if using only memory.
Likewise, the “on-the-fly” technique of [114] completely
avoids the storage of the generator matrix by (re)generating
the elements of the matrix as they are needed in an iterative
solution algorithm (steady state or transient solution). The
elements are computed on-the-fly from the model, which is
given in a high-level formalism. Repetitive calculations of the
elements incur a substantial computational overhead.
The path-based approach is yet another largeness tolerance
technique for performing transient analysis of CTMCs while
avoiding the storage of the CTMC and possibly the iteration
vector. In this approach, a limited number of paths (i.e.,
sequences of transitions) of the CTMC that make a major
contribution toward the measures of interest are enumerated.
Then, the reward is computed only for those paths. The first
notable work based on that approach was given by de Souza e
Silva and Gail [115], and they later improved it in [116]. Later,
Qureshi improved the numerical stability and computational
complexity of [116] in [117]. Most recently, Lam et al. [118]
use Kronecker operators to represent both the CTMC and the
iteration vector to compute approximate results for transient
analysis of an action-synchronization composed model.
4) Other Challenges: When there is a large difference
between failure and repair rates or failure and job arrival
rates in the model, it leads to the stiffness problem for
MRM models. Stiffness can be reduced by separating the
performance and availability models, but the stiffness within
the availability model remains. Stiffness may be avoided by
using aggregation [96], [97] that yields approximate solutions.
To tolerate stiffness, special stable stiff solvers may be used
(e.g., [119], [120], [121], [122]).
Largeness and stiffness problems may also be caused by
combining the performance and availability models in a single
monolithic performability model. Solving an overall model of
system behavior can potentially yield more accurate results
than solving two smaller, less stiff models that only lead to
approximate solutions. However, we should note that numerical difficulties arising from largeness and stiffness may very
well negate this gain [52], [60].
A major objection to the use of homogeneous Markov
models in the evaluation of performance and dependability behavior of systems is the assumption that the sojourn (holding)
time in any state is exponentially distributed.
The exponential distribution has many useful properties that
lead to analytic tractability, but it does not always realistically represent the observed distribution functions. One way
to deal with non-exponential distributions is the phase-type
approximation, which consists of modeling a distribution with
a set of states and transitions between those states such that
the holding time in each state is exponentially distributed
[8], [123]. The simplest examples of phase approximation
are the hyperexponential distribution with a coefficient of
variation larger than 1, and hypoexponential distribution with
a coefficient of variation less than 1. Although the method of
phase-type approximation enables us to use MRMs, its major
drawback is that it usually results in a large state space.
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If transition rates in a CTMC are allowed to be timedependent, where time is measured from the beginning of
system operation, the model becomes a non-homogeneous
CTMC. Such models are used in software reliability modeling
(e.g., [124], [125]) and in hardware reliability models of nonrepairable systems (e.g., [126]).
Due to the assumptions that holding times in the state are
exponentially distributed and that past behavior of the process
is completely summarized by the current state of the process,
any observation instant in a homogeneous CTMC acts as a
regeneration point for the process. The first assumption can be
relaxed by allowing the holding time to have any distribution,
thus resulting in a semi-Markov process (SMP), where the
epoch of each state transition is a regeneration point [127].
This assumption can be relaxed by assuming that not all
state transitions are regeneration points, thereby resulting in
a Markov regenerative process (MRGP) [128].
5) Higher-Level Model Representations: CTMCs are rarely
used directly to specify a system’s model in a typical modeling
process. Many high-level modeling formalisms have been
created to fill the gap between CTMC specification and system
design specification. Examples of those formalisms include
variants of stochastic Petri nets (e.g., [129], [64], [130], [131]),
variants of stochastic process algebras [132], [90], [80], [133],
and interactive Markov chains (IMC) [93]. To illustrate the
usefulness of these model types, we describe stochastic Petri
nets and extensions in more detail, and illustrate their use in
the context of security.
Stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) and extensions have been
developed as extensions to un-timed Petri nets (originally
introduced by C. A. Petri in 1962) with timed transitions
for which the firing time distributions are assumed to be
exponential. SPNs have been extensively used in the area of
dependability evaluation (e.g., [8], [134]) due to the small size
of their descriptions and their visual/conceptual clarity. They
allow the designer to focus more on the system being modeled
rather than on error-prone and tedious manual creation of a
lower-level MRM.
To specify an SPN, one has to define a set of places P , a set
of transitions T , and a set A of arcs between transitions and
places: A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ). Each place can contain zero
or more tokens. Graphically, places are depicted as circles,
transitions as bars, tokens as dots in circles, and arcs as arrows.
The distribution of tokens over the places is called a marking
and corresponds to the notion of state in a Markov chain. All
places from which arcs go to a particular transition are called
the input places of that transition. All places to which arcs
go from a particular transition are called the output places
of the transition. A transition is said to be enabled when all
of its input places contain at least one token. If a transition
is enabled it may fire. Upon firing, a transition removes one
token from each of its input places and puts one token in each
of its output places, possibly causing a change of marking,
i.e., a change of state.
The firing of transitions is assumed to take an exponentially
distributed amount of time. Given the initial marking of an
SPN, all the markings as well as the transition rates can be
derived, under the condition that the number of tokens in every

place is bounded. Thus a Markov chain is obtained.
Classically, SPNs and extensions are solved via an underlying MRM that can be automatically derived, thereby making
it possible to use the wide variety of available techniques for
MRMs.
In the last two decades many extensions to the basic SPN
model have been proposed to enhance its modeling power
and flexibility of use. They include arcs with multiplicity,
a shorthand notation for multiple arcs between a place and
a transition, immediate or instantaneous transitions that fire
in zero time, and inhibitor arcs from places to transitions
that prevent a transition from firing as long as there are
tokens in the place. The most popular model of this type is
called generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) [129]. More
flexible firing rules have also been proposed, most notably the
introduction of gates in stochastic activity networks (SANs)
[130], [131] and guards or enabling functions in stochastic
reward nets (SRNs) [64]. The extended stochastic Petri net
(ESPN), in which general firing time distributions are allowed,
has a semi-Markov process [135] as the underlying process,
when certain restrictions are met.
Deterministic stochastic Petri nets (DSPNs) allow the definition of immediate, exponential, and deterministic transitions
[136]. The stochastic process underlying a DSPN is a Markov
regenerative process. Markov regenerative stochastic Petri nets
(MRSPN) generalize DSPNs and still have MRGP as an
underlying stochastic process [137]. Concurrent generalized
Petri nets (CGPN) allow simultaneous enabling of any number
of immediate, exponentially, and generally distributed timed
transitions, provided that all generally distributed transitions
are enabled at the same instant. The stochastic process underlying a CGPN is also an MRGP [138]. Fluid stochastic Petri
nets allow for continuous state variables [139], [140].
D. Applications to Security Modeling
As described earlier, state-based techniques have been extensively developed and used in classical dependability contexts. They are now also beginning to be used in security
analysis. For example, Ortalo et al. [141] have proposed
modeling of known system vulnerabilities using “privilege
graphs,” followed by a combination of the privilege graphs
with simple assumptions about attacker behavior to obtain
“attack-state graphs.” The latter can be analyzed using the
Markovian reward models described above to obtain probabilistic measures of security. An interesting definition of
reward used here is the “effort” needed to make a transition
(which usually represents some sort of system compromise).
The types of Markovian models described above ascribe
distributional properties to high-level system and attacker
behaviors. Accepting this, we have still the issue of quantifying
the scale of these stochastically modeled activities, particularly
those related to attacks. Early ground-breaking work in this
regard was done by Littlewood et al. [142]. Their work
was exploratory in nature and identified “effort” made by
an attacker as an appropriate measure of the security of the
system. Effectively, the model consisted of only two states,
viz. “working” and “security failed state.” The latter state
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was assumed to be an absorbing state. With respect to the
above discussion, the relevant security measure turns out to
be “mean effort to (security) failure.” Jonsson and Olovsson
[143] attempted to build a quantitative Markov model of
attacker behavior using data from several experiments they
conducted over a two-year period. They postulated that the
process representing an attacker may be broken into multiple
phases, each of which has an exponential time distribution. The
overall attacker behavior therefore requires non-exponential
characterization.
More recently, Singh et al. [13] have used stochastic activity
networks to validate an intrusion-tolerant system, emphasizing
the effects of intrusions on the system behavior and the ability
of the intrusion-tolerant mechanisms to handle those effects,
while using very simple assumptions about the discovery and
exploitation of vulnerabilities by the attackers to achieve those
intrusions. Gupta et al. [14] have used a similar approach to
evaluate the security and performance of several intrusiontolerant server architectures. Madan et al. [10] have used a
semi-Markov model to evaluate the security properties of an
intrusion-tolerant system. Depending on the particular attack
scenario, various states may be associated with failure of
availability, integrity, and confidentiality. The security may
then be quantified in terms of the mean time to security failure
and in terms of the absorption probabilities.
Furthermore, Dacier et al. [144] has proposed a two-stage
technique that starts by converting a privilege graph into
an SPN by treating each atomic attack as a transition in a
stochastic Petri net. In the second stage, the markings of this
SPN generate a continuous-time Markov chain. Making simple
assumptions about the attacker, the chain may be analyzed
using the Markov reward techniques to obtain probabilistic
measures of security in terms of the mean time to reach
“security failed” states and other related measures. In [145],
Wang et al. use stochastic reward nets to model both attacker
and system behavior for an intrusion-tolerant architecture
named SITAR [4]. Likewise, probabilistic methods have been
used to model the DPASA [21] architecture. In the DPASA
project, system validators combined structured requirement
specification, probabilistic modeling, experimental evaluation,
logical arguments, and formal methods to build an overall
survivability argument for the architecture. Figure 3 shows
an example of an “argument graph” that links arguments that
make use of these methods together.
A promising application of stochastic state-based methods
in the security context is to quantify direct, high-level measures of the service that one can expect from a computer
system or network in spite of cyber attacks that may occur. In
order to do so, one needs a notion of time in the system model
and a probabilistic notion of system and attacker behavior.
High-level service measures can be defined to quantify system
performance under cyber attack, so that 1) systems can be
represented as state-level models in a way that captures either
known or unknown vulnerabilities, 2) attacker behavior can
be modeled in such frameworks, and 3) measurement can be
used to quantify parameters describing known vulnerabilities.
A model for probabilistic validation of security with respect
to high-level system properties (e.g., availability, privacy, and
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integrity) should have several components. It should contain
representations of attackers, the system, and the assets, resources, and privileges associated with the system. It should
represent attacker decision-making and all temporal aspects
of his, and the system’s, behavior, and the application (or
applications) that provide services of interest [146].
Model specification of behaviors needs to focus on the appropriate stochastic measures and their relationship to services,
and determine how they are reflected in the model. Such a
model ought to capture relevant attacker behavior, the workload demanded of the system, the intended application (which
defines the service that must be provided in spite of cyber
attacks that may occur), a model of security and survivability
mechanisms employed, and a model of the resources/privileges
that are needed by the application to provide its services.
Figure 4 shows the relationship of these parts of the model
to one another. The arcs connecting submodels in the figure
represent possible interactions between submodels that can
change their state. For example, the attacker may be able to
change the state of a resource or amount of privilege granted
to him (as represented by the directed arc from the attacker to
the Resource/Privilege State submodel), or the attacker may
change his state (and hence change his behavior) by using
knowledge he has gained by observing the state of the system
(represented by the directed arcs from the system submodels
to the attacker.) This general framework [146] is one we are
using to develop models of specific applications on specific
architectures.
Development of measurement techniques is just as important as the development of models to quantify security.
Measurements should be developed for two purposes in this
regard: 1) to guide construction of and provide input parameter
values for models, and 2) to validate the correctness of
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models. In particular, with regard to the first objective, the
appropriate level of detail/abstraction depends on the input
parameter values (obtained from measurement data) available
for each model. The type and accuracy of input parameter
values available will depend on the stage of development of
the system that is being validated. For existing systems, one
could use methods similar to Jonsson’s as a starting point to
obtain values that quantify the behavior of an attacker. A recent
study that placed significant emphasis on the development of
an attacker effect model is [21]. The attacker model developed
there is quite detailed, but tailored to the system being studied.
It’s not clear if it will be possible to build attacker models
that are more generic, but still have the detail needed for
meaningful representation.
Concerning the Resource/Privilege State model, one could
use a security scanner like Nessus [147] combined with a
network exploration and security auditing tool like nmap
[148] to obtain model parameter values. Likewise, tools like
COPS [149], Tiger [150], or Ferret [151] could be used to
quantify host security vulnerabilities. The advantage of these
tools is that the list of vulnerabilities is updated as new
vulnerabilities are discovered. The application, security and
survivability mechanism, and workload models are more casespecific, and require further study to determine appropriate
input parameters and their values. It appears that the best route
forward is from specific to general. We and others are currently
building models of this type for specific system designs, and
investigating how to obtain parameter values for them. It is our
hope that these experiences will guide us in constructing more
general models and approaches for parameter value estimation.
The second objective, model validation, is a more difficult
issue, both for classical dependability models and for security
models whose goal is quantification. We are not aware of
any “silver bullet,” other than the hard and meticulous work
and significant time required to collect data on attackers and
systems that are intended to be secure. Once that has been
done, one can compare the insights gained from the data
collected to those obtained from quantitative models. Note,
however, that the value of most quantitative security models,
like most classical dependability models, will be in gaining
insight and making decisions about how best to make a system
secure/dependable, rather than making a precise statement
about a specific system’s absolute dependability or security.

E. Simulation
As just argued, the state space of a system model may
be too large to be analyzed in its entirety. Nevertheless, in
principle we can construct statistical estimators of all the
system measures computed by the quantitative techniques we
have described. Rather than generate and analyze the entire
state space, we generate and analyze randomly chosen paths
through the state space; typically, we sample many paths
independently of each other (in a strict probabilistic sense
of “independent”). This focus on evaluating a system by
individual trajectories of the system is commonly known as
simulation.

1) Statistical Issues: A major issue when using simulation
to estimate system measures is that of how to do so in a
way that ensures the statistical quality of the estimates. The
first concern is that the estimator be unbiased, which is a
technical term that means that the mean value of the estimator
(itself a random variable) is the same as the mean value of
the random system measure being estimated. Proof that an
estimator is unbiased is powerful insofar as it implies (by the
law of large numbers) that the arithmetic average of many
independent unbiased estimates converges to the mean of the
random samples, which is the same as the mean of the system
measure being estimated.
A more subtle statistical issue is the variance exhibited
by the estimator. To illustrate this issue, imagine a system
measure whose mean is a small probability, say 1e−5. Further
imagine that one way of estimating this probability creates
estimates that fall almost entirely in the range 0.95e − 5 to
1.05e − 5, and another generates estimates that fall almost
entirely in the range 1e − 7 to 1e − 3. The first method
of estimation is clearly better, because its values are almost
always closer to the true mean than the values of the second
method are. The practical impact of using a low variance
estimator is that for a given level of accuracy, lower variance
implies that fewer samples are needed to achieve that accuracy.
The issues of bias and variance are particularly significant
when the measure of interest is a small probability, and
therefore are significant in the context of dependability and
security. So-called variance reduction techniques [152] have
been developed in reliability and performance analysis, but
are characterized by the need to exploit a model’s structure
in order to be provably effective. Work is needed to explore
how variance reduction technology can be applied to models
focused on the idiosyncrasies of security issues.
The technique of simulating a system independently many
times is necessary when one is interested in transient measures;
the measures of interest can be repeatedly sampled at the given
instants of interest. This same technique is used to estimate
asymptotic measures. For example, consider the estimation
of a queue’s asymptotic average length. Using independent
replications one runs N statistically independent simulations,
and generates N independent samples of the average queue
length. Each sample is the queue length averaged over an
interval of simulation time [s, T ], where the system is deemed
to be in “steady state” by time s, and T is the simulation
termination time. Standard statistical methods can be used to
compute confidence intervals around a sample mean. However,
replications per se are sometimes not needed to estimate
asymptotic measures. One can instead push the model along
a single sample path, but for a period of simulation time
long enough to force the system into steady state, and then
use samples taken across time, rather than samples taken
across replications. Applied to the example above, one runs
the simulation to time T 0 . The method of batch means [153]
partitions the interval [s, T 0 ] into successive epochs of duration
∆, and measures average queue length over each. For many
types of models, when ∆ is large, the measurements are
nearly independent, so confidence intervals can be constructed.
Depending on 1) how long the simulation must be run until
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reaching steady state (i.e., time s), 2) the length of simulation
time needed for a “good” sample (T − s), and 3) the size
of the epoch needed to give near-statistical independence to
successive estimates (i.e., ∆), the computational cost of doing
a long run can be smaller than the computational cost of
N independent replications. If we take the total length of
simulation time traversed as an indicator of computational
work, the cost of N independent replications is N × (s +
(T − s), while the cost of a long run is s + N × ∆. A little
algebra shows that independent replications cost more when
(N − 1)s > N (∆ − (T − s)).
The point of selecting a large ∆ is to try to heuristically
create statistical independence between successive samples in
a long run. It is possible to bring more rigor to this intuition,
using the notion of regeneration points [154]. The idea is
that certain systems sometimes enter states from which they
probabilistically start over in the sense that the future behavior
is independent of the past. The simplest example of such
a regeneration point is the beginning of an idle period for
an M/G/1 queue; the Poisson arrivals imply that there is no
probabilistic memory of the time since the last arrival, and the
fact that the queue is empty implies that there are no complications owing to interrupted service times. At such an instant
the future behavior of the queue is in a probabilistic sense
completely independent of anything that has happened in the
past. The implication is that epochs separated by regeneration
points can, for the purposes of sampling measures, serve as
independent replications of system behavior. Just as discovery
of sampling schemes that lead to variance reduction depends
very much on the particulars of the model, so likewise does
identification of regeneration points. To make this technology
work in the context of security analysis, we must identify or
construct models in which regeneration points can be readily
identified.
The challenges of using stochastic simulation models on
system models in a security context partition along the lines
of attributes of interest. Those attributes described by numbers, e.g., availability or performability, can be treated using
known quantitative techniques; however, optimizations such as
variance reduction require domain-specific insight that has yet
to be generally developed in this context. New attributes more
closely tied to security (e.g., confidentiality, non-repudiation,
and authentication) are fundamentally different in that they are
system properties, not system measures. If classical stochastic
simulation output analysis is to be used to help evaluate these
attributes, then numeric measures of some sort will have to be
developed to quantify these properties.
2) Simulation Model Representation: Model formalisms
are often developed to expose underlying structure common
to different models. The beauty of a stochastic Petri net
formalism is that one may use it equally well to describe
a communication synchronization protocol and a machine
maintenance and repair schedule, since the underlying mathematics and analysis algorithms remain the same. The flip side
of the coin, however, is that such formalisms have built-in
constraints whose effects limit how a model can be expressed.
Some models just don’t fit the formalisms. A common use of
simulation is to express systems using formalisms that are not

as mathematically tractable as Markov chains or SPNs, but
which allow greater freedom of expression, and “look” more
like the systems they represent. Simulation languages have
been developed to this end (for a comprehensive overview of
simulation languages, see [155]); general-purpose programming languages are also used, e.g., [156], [157]. Generality
of expression is extremely important if we are to capture
the complicated unexpected interactions that trigger security
failures.
On the other hand, certain types of simulation models
demand less detail, rather than more. A good example of this
is Internet worm propagation, for which differential equations
have been used [158], [159], [160], [161], [162]. The need for
such high-level abstractions is computational; worms propagate over the entire Internet, and it is computationally infeasible to model individually infected hosts, sending individual
probes and infection packets.
3) Simulation and Security Analysis Today: By far the most
common use of simulation today in a security context is the
use of normal network simulation tools to model a system,
and then model traffic representing attacks. Such models are
useful for quantifying diverse system measures in the midst
of attacks and counter-measures, e.g., see [163], [164], [165].
Equally common, though, is the use of simulation as a means
of education and discovery. For example, there is an effort
underway at the Naval Postgraduate School [166], [167] to
build a simulator designed to get students engaged in the
process of system configuration and cyber attack defenses, in
addition to playing the role of cyber attackers. The interest
here is less on the specifics of quantifying system behavior,
and more on providing enough realism for students to learn
about security issues. Similar efforts are underway elsewhere
[168], [169].
Simulation is also being used to help government agencies
practice appropriate responses to cyber attacks on their information technology infrastructure. Two notable examples are a
cyber attack exercise conducted in Seattle in conjunction with
the May 2003 TOPOFF dirty-bomb exercise [170], and the
October Livewire cyber war exercise [171]. In the Livewire
exercise, simulated attacks on a simulated network caused
disruption of simulated services. Exercise players then worked
through their responses (e.g., who to call, appropriate network
reconfiguration, and so forth) to degraded capability. Again,
the users looked to the simulation to provide a “realistic”
simulated network behavior, not to quantify system metrics
precisely (although capturing the general trend of system
metrics under cyber attack is critical to the whole approach).
Despite the seeming divergence of this style of simulation
from very mathematical quantitative analyses, there is potential
for closer linkage. Loose requirements on the accuracy of
quantitative measures open the possibility for other types of
models and analyses to play an important role as fast approximations, albeit hidden from the user. We can look forward
to work that incorporates diverse modeling methodologies in
such applications of simulation.
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IV. C HALLENGES AND C ONCLUSIONS
In the previous sections, we have reviewed measures that
are pertinent to dependability and security evaluation, surveyed
existing techniques for dependability evaluation, and given
examples of how those techniques are currently being applied
to the evaluation of certain security properties. While these
applications suggest that there is merit to using stochastic
techniques to evaluate security properties, they also suggest
that significant new work is necessary to create a sound,
model-based framework for quantifying system security.
That goal is clearly important, since history suggests that it
will be difficult, if not impossible, to build systems that can
be shown to be perfectly secure. Hence, in order to have confidence that a given design will perform its intended function,
we must be able to quantify its security. At the highest level,
we believe that this work falls into two categories: 1) modeling
attacker behavior, and 2) creating a single, comprehensive
methodology for evaluating whether a design meets one or
more high-level requirements related to security. We outline
the issues and challenges related to each of these needs in the
following.
The first challenge is related to appropriate modeling of
the behavior of cyber attackers. Just as appropriate fault
models are critical to dependability evaluation, appropriate
attacker models are critical to quantitative security evaluation.
Determining the appropriate level of detail/abstraction in an
attacker model is very important, and depends on the scope and
purpose of the model. Different attacker models will be needed
for different purposes and different attack classes. For a given
model, the level of detail/abstraction that is appropriate will
depend on many factors. For example, the system sub-models
should represent the parts of a system that are important,
relative to the types of attacks considered and the expression
of a particular security measure. In particular, they must be
detailed enough to support the expression of those parts of
state that an attacker may change and those parts that may
change his behavior.
Depending on the nature of the attack, the attacker model
may either represent details of the attack or intrusion itself
(corresponding to explicit representation of a fault in a dependability model) or represent the effect of the intrusion (corresponding to the representation of the error in a dependability
model). We believe that by representing attacker behavior in
terms of effects, rather than attacks/intrusions, we can cover
a large class of attacks/intrusions (including unknown (“zero
day”) attacks) in a model.
Development of a comprehensive methodology for systemlevel security quantification is also a significant challenge. As
described earlier in the paper, stochastic evaluation techniques
originally intended for use in dependability evaluation have
been successfully used to evaluate certain security attributes,
including availability and survivability. However, other attributes, such as confidentiality and non-repudiation, are more
difficult to evaluate using standard, stochastic, techniques.
These measures may be better validated via so-called “formal” methods. The different natures of these multiple security
measures suggest that the individual application of any of the

techniques we have described is insufficient to validate large
systems that are intended to be secure. While each of those
techniques has the ability to evaluate certain kinds of security
measures, such abilities may have limitations when one is
attempting to use a single approach to validate the system
with respect to a fairly high-level security requirement.
What is needed is an integrated validation framework that
permits the use of multiple evaluation techniques in an organized manner. Starting with a system and a high-level set of security requirements, the framework should provide a top-down
approach to methodically break the problem of validating the
system with respect to its security requirements into manageable tasks, and provide steps that deal with each of those
tasks. Each step would use one or more individual evaluation
techniques. A symbiotic relationship should be established
among the various techniques such that they complement and
supplement each other to build the overall argument. Such
an approach would make it possible to handle the validation
of very large-scale systems, producing systematic and welldocumented arguments about their security. Such integrated
approaches to evaluation have been applied in the safety community, resulting in so-called “safety cases,” suggesting that a
similar approach might be useable for security quantification.
In summary, stochastic evaluation techniques inspired by
dependability evaluation methods, have the potential to be
used, with appropriate extension, for security evaluation. Several studies that take this approach have already been made,
indicating the promise of this approach. However, there are
still significant obstacles to the creation of a comprehensive,
integrated approach to the evaluation of multiple security
properties, as outlined above. There are ample opportunities
for further research.
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